We consider the random regular k-nae-sat problem with n variables each appearing in exactly d clauses. For all k exceeding an absolute constant k0, we establish explicitly the satisfiability threshold d‹ " d‹pkq. We prove that for d ă d‹ the problem is satisfiable with high probability while for d ą d‹ the problem is unsatisfiable with high probability. If the threshold d‹ lands exactly on an integer, we show that the problem is satisfiable with probability bounded away from both zero and one. This is the first result to locate the exact satisfiability threshold in a random constraint satisfaction problem exhibiting the condensation phenomenon identified by Krzaka la et al. (2007) . Our proof verifies the onestep replica symmetry breaking formalism for this model. We expect our methods to be applicable to a broad range of random constraint satisfaction problems and combinatorial problems on random graphs.
INTRODUCTION
Given a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form, a not-all-equal-sat (nae-sat) solution is an assignment x of literals to variables such that both x and its negation x
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evaluate to true -equivalently, such that no clause evaluates its variables to all true or all false. A k-nae-sat problem is one in which each clause has exactly k literals.
A major direction of research on satisfiability has concerned the large-system limit of random problem instances, seeking to establish typical behavior and phase transitions. A random k-satisfiability problem is given by choosing uniformly random clause literals, then assigning variables to clauses so that the constraint structure is that of a random k-uniform hypergraph. In the relevant asymptotic scaling the clause density α (clause-to-variable ratio) is of constant order, that is to say the graph is sparse. Much effort has been directed towards locating the satisfiability transition: the critical density α‹ where solutions cease to exist.
The (sparse) random satisfiability problems belong to a broad universality class of sparse random constraint satisfaction problems (csps) -which includes also the coloring and independent set problems on sparse random graphswhich has been intensively studied in theoretical computer science, statistical physics, and combinatorics. A common feature of these problems is that in a non-trivial regime below α‹, the number of solutions fails to concentrate about its mean, preventing standard (first and second) moment methods from locating the exact transition.
Statistical physicists ( [30, 36, 33] and references therein) have described these problems via a deep but non-rigorous theory of replica symmetry breaking (rsb) which posits a breakup of the solution space into well-separated clusters. The non-concentration of the number of solutions below α‹ is understood in terms of a regime of condensation [25, 37] in which most solutions are contained in a bounded number of large clusters. Inference on clusters yields an explicit prediction of the satisfiability threshold, the one-step replica symmetry breaking (1rsb) solution, for a wide range of models including random k-sat, coloring, and independent set. However, no such prediction has been rigorously verified in the presence of a condensation regime, with all previous bounds leaving a constant gap.
In this paper we consider random d-regular k-nae-sat, in which each variable is involved in exactly d clauses, and clause literals are chosen uniformly at random. We establish the following sharp satisfiability threshold, the first of its kind among this class of csps: Theorem 1. For k ě k0 there is a threshold d‹ " d‹pkq, given by the largest zero of the explicit function (1) , such that the probability for a random d-regular k-nae-sat instance to be satisfiable tends to one for d ă d‹, and to zero for d ą d‹. Explicitly, the threshold d‹ is given by the largest zero of the function ‹ Φpdq "´logp1´xq´dp1´k´1´d´1q logp1´2x k q pd´1q logp1´x k´1 q, (1) where x " xpdq is the unique solution of the equation
Furthermore, d‹ is the unique zero of ‹ Φ on the interval p2 k´1´2 qk log 2 ď d ď 2 k´1 k log 2. It is possible for the root d‹ to be integer-valued, though we have no reason to believe that this ever occurs. Nevertheless, we address this hypothetical possibility by showing that if d " d‹ then the probability for the nae-sat instance to be satisfiable is asymptotically bounded away from both zero and one. This gives a full characterization of the satisfiability transition in this problem.
The threshold d‹ has been predicted before using 1rsb methods [8, 16] , and arises from solving survey propagation recursions -for further background we refer the reader to [33, 5, 7, 6, 26, 28] . The main challenge overcome in this paper is the non-concentration of the number of solutions occurring before the satisfiability transition. Our approach is based on the 1rsb intuition that although the number of solutions is not well concentrated, the number of clusters is. Indeed, a key innovation in our proof is to rigorously establish a simple combinatorial description of clusters, with which we show the necessary concentration to locate the exact threshold d‹. Our method of proof thus gives rigorous validation of the 1rsb heuristics for this problem.
We believe that the methods developed in this paper are flexible to the model specification, and offer a robust new approach to establishing exact thresholds for other problems within this class of sparse random csps. In a companion paper [19] we consider the maximum independent set (max-ind-set) problem on random regular graphs, and apply similar methods to determine the explicit max-ind-set threshold, and furthermore show tight concentration of the maximum independent set size about the threshold value.
Previous work has identified sharp satisfiability transitions in models not exhibiting condensation, e.g. xor-sat [34, 38] . The 2-sat transition is also much simpler, and can be identified by a branching process argument [9, 23, 20] . See also [28] for detailed discussions of these problems. Previous work on random k-satisfiability problems has focused on the Erdős-Rényi version in which variables are included in clauses independently at random. Successively improving bounds on the location of the satisfiability transition have been proved ( [3, 2, 13] for random k-sat, and [1, 15, 12] for random k-nae-sat); in each case a gap remains to be closed.
After we announced this result, A. Coja-Oghlan posted a paper [10] on a different symmetrization of regular k-sat in which a 2-clause joins each consecutive pair of variables, forcing them to take opposite literals. While not establishing a satisfiability threshold, he establishes a 1rsb-type formula for the existence of solutions that satisfy all but opnq clauses, via an approach of modeling clusters which is similar to ours. In subsequent work [11] he demonstrated how to apply the method to establish an improved bound on the threshold for random k-sat, but removing the gap to establish an exact threshold remains an open problem.
In this extended abstract we describe the main innovations of our proof which we expect to be more broadly applicable. The remaining sections are organized as follows: in §2 we review the moment method for the number of nae-sat solutions, and explain heuristically the clustering effect and the resulting non-concentration problem. We then explain how to pass to a model of clusters, and outline our proof of the sharp transition via the second moment method on the cluster model. The moment calculation involves a challenging optimization over a high-dimensional space; our solution is described in §3. Lastly, the actual sharpness of the transition is proved by a novel variance decomposition argument which is explained in §4.
COUNTING SOLUTION CLUSTERS
In a d-regular k-nae-sat problem, the constraint structure is that of a d-regular k-uniform hypergraph -equivalently, a pd, kq-regular bipartite graph G " pV, F, Eq, where pV, F q gives the bipartition of the vertex set into variables V (degree d) and clauses F of (degree k), and E is the set of edges joining clauses to variables. (Multi-edges are permitted, that is, a clause may include the same variable more than once.) Write n " |V | and m " |F |, so that |E| " nd " mk.
To generate a random problem instance, sample G according to the usual "configuration model": starting with V Y F as a collection of n`m isolated vertices, equip each v P V with d half-edges, and each a P F with k half-edges. The edge set E is given by a uniformly random matching between clause and variable half-edges. (Equivalently, take a uniformly random permutation π on rnds, and for each 1 ď i ď nd put an edge between variable ri{ds and clause rπpiq{ks.) Each edge e P E is equipped with an independent random literal, 0 (true) or 1 (false) with equal probability. The resulting random graph G n,d,k constitutes a random d-regular k-nae-sat problem instance.
Moment method on solutions
A natural approach to locating the satisfiability transition is via the (first and second) moment method, as follows. Let Z " Zn count the number of solutions for the random naesat instance G n,d,k . The probability of satisfiability is upper bounded by Markov's inequality PpZ ą 0q ď EZ. Given any fixed x P t0, 1u n , each clause has probability 2{2 k to evaluate its k variables to all 0 or all 1 (thereby invalidating the solution), otherwise the clause is satisfied. The clauses are satisfied independently of one another, thus
For fixed k the rate function Φ is clearly decreasing in d, with unique zero at
Above d˝the first moment EZ is exponentially small in n, implying that the random nae-sat instance is unsatisfiable with high probability (with probability tending to one in the limit n Ñ 8).
On the other hand, the probability to be satisfiable can be lower bounded by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
If the second moment remains within a bounded factor of the first moment squared as n Ñ 8, then Z ą 0 with positive probability (with probability bounded uniformly away from zero in the limit n Ñ 8). We show that
implying that the problem is satisfiable with positive probability in the limit n Ñ 8.
(We write f À k g to indicate lim sup nÑ8 pf {gq ď C k for a constant C k depending only on k. We drop the subscript k to indicate that the constant can be chosen uniformly over all k ě k0.)
Non-concentration due to clustering
The above shows that if the threshold d‹ exists, then it must lie between d lbd and d˝ď d ubd . However, the basic moment approach cannot locate the exact satisfiability transition: there is a non-trivial regime d ď d˝in which the first moment of Z is exponentially large, but the second moment is exponentially larger than the first moment squared, yielding no conclusions about the typical behavior of Z.
To see why this occurs, observe that due to the sparsity of the graph, almost every nae-sat solution will have a linear number of "free" variables, whose states can be flipped without violating any clauses. Indeed, suppose variable v is incident to clause a: if the other k´1 variables incident to a have the same evaluation (which occurs with probability 4{2 k ), then v will be forced to a particular literal to satisfy a; otherwise, a is satisfied regardless of the literal on v. The probability that v can be flipped without violating any of its d neighboring clauses is
where the denominator accounts for the fact that we have conditioned on a valid solution, so different clauses cannot force the variable to conflicting literals. Thus the existence of a single solution implies the existence of a cluster of at least 2 n {10 nearby solutions, related by flips on the free variables. Observe moreover that remains positive (at least on the order of 2´k) up to and beyond the first moment threshold: thus there is a regime d ď d˝where
-that is, the amount of non-rigidity in a typical solution overcomes the total expected number of solutions, causing the second moment method to fail. The (mostly heuristic) understanding of this phenomenon from statistical physics is that above a certain threshold ds, the solution space becomes shattered into exponentially many well-separated clusters. This geometry persists up to a further condensation transition dc where the solution space becomes concentrated within the largest clusters. In the non-trivial regime between the condensation and satisfiability transitions, a bounded number of clusters contain most of the solutions. The within-cluster correlation then dominates the moment calculation, causing the failure of the second moment method. In a sense this issue characterizes this class of csps. While this geometric picture remains in large part conjectural, certain aspects of it have been rigorously established in various models. Several works have investigated the clustering picture and obtained very interesting partial results; see [29, 35] and references therein. A condensation phenomenon has been rigorously exhibited in some coloring problems [15, 14] .
Combinatorial representation of clusters
Given a random nae-sat instance, define a graph on the solution space by putting an edge between any two solutions differing in a single variable. Each connected component of this graph constitutes a cluster. Note that changing the state of a free variable can potentially free some of its neighboring variables, so the path joining two solutions in the same cluster may be complicated. Nevertheless we have the following simple combinatorial description of clusters.
Definition 1.
A frozen configuration on a given nae-sat instance is a vector η P t0, 1, fu V satisfying the following:
(i) No clause is invalidated by having k variables evaluating to all 0 or all 1 (f evaluates to f, so a clause involving any f-variables is automatically valid);
(ii) Variables take value 0 or 1 if and only if forced to do so, that is, ηv takes value x P t0, 1u if and only if setting ηv " x invalidates a clause.
Variables with spin f are free while the rest are rigid or forced.
Our definition of frozen configurations coincides precisely with the definition [26] of core assignments. It was shown [26] that core assignments lead naturally to the survey propagation recursions. They were suggested as a possible representation for clusters; see also [27] . However this correspondence remained imprecise; for example, the all-f assignment is a trivially valid frozen configuration.
Our work establishes a rigorous correspondence between nae-sat solution clusters and frozen configurations. In one direction, the following coarsening algorithm [4] projects each cluster to a single frozen configuration.
Definition 2.
Starting from a valid nae-sat assignment, whenever a 0{1 variable is seen to be unforced (that is, can be flipped without invalidating any clause), change its state to f. Iterate until no more variables can be set to f.
In the regime dlbd ď d ď d ubd , we see from (2) that the density of variables which are already free in the initial naesat solution is very low, on the order of 2´k. Setting a variable to free can cause more of its neighbors to become free, so in principle the coarsening algorithm may terminate in the configuration of all frees (which clearly does satisfy the conditions for a frozen configuration). However, the following heuristic calculation suggests that this propagation of frees will be extremely subcritical: suppose variables u and v are joined through clause a. Freeing u can change the state of v from forced to free only if (i) the other k´2 variables in a have the same evaluation, which has probability 8{2 k ; and (ii) v is not forced by any of its neighboring clauses other than a, which also has probability around 2´k (roughly, (2) with d´1 in place of d). Altogether this has probability À 4´k, while each variable has dpk´1q 4 k neighboring variables: thus the frees propagate through the graph in the manner of a subcritical branching process. Based on this intuition we prove Proposition 2. In the regime d lbd ď d ď d ubd , with high probability the coarsening algorithm projects all nae-sat solutions to frozen configurations with density of frees ď 7{2 k .
To complete the correspondence, we must also be able to recover a valid nae-sat solution from a frozen configuration with a low density of frees. Clearly, the issue is that setting a free variable to 0 or 1 can force the states of neighboring variables, and cycles in the graph can create conflicts making it impossible to recover any solution. However, a simple argument shows that a valid nae-sat solution can be recovered as long as each connected component in this propagation contains at most one cycle. But by the same token as above, if the initial density of frees in the frozen configuration is sufficiently low, then the propagation of this effect is subcritical. As a result Proposition 3. Conditioned on the event that there exist frozen configurations with density of frees ď 7{2 k , with high probability there also exist nae-sat solutions.
Sharp threshold for clusters
In view of Propositions 2 and 3, Theorem 1 will follow by establishing a sharp threshold d‹ for positivity of the "cluster partition function" Z " Zn " number of frozen configurations on G n,d,k with density of frees ď 7{2 k .
The sharp threshold for Z, which comprises the majority of our proof, is proved via the moment method followed by a variance reduction argument. The principle is that the frozen model does not suffer the non-rigidity (3) present in the original model, and consequently its partition function Z can be expected to have good concentration. Guided by this intuition we prove 
with -k denoting asymptotic equivalence within a constant factor depending only on k.
This moment calculation involves a technically challenging optimization over a high-dimensional simplex. In §3 we describe our solution which offers a general approach to optimization problems of this nature. It follows from Theorem 2 (together with Propositions 2 and 3) that for d ą d‹ the naesat instance G n,d,k is with high probability unsatisfiable, while for d ă d‹ it is satisfiable with positive probability. We improve the latter statement from positive probability to high probability to establish the sharp transition: The assumption of regularity (every variable is involved in the same number of clauses) plays an important role in making calculations more tractable. An even more essential point is that fluctuations in the local graph structure are an additional source of variance which would cause the second moment method to fail; and regularity, together with the true/false symmetry of the nae-sat problem, eliminates this issue. Controlling this local fluctuations effect remains a major obstacle to obtaining the exact satisfiability threshold for fully random (Erdős-Rényi) k-(nae)-sat and related models in which constraints are chosen independently, resulting in fluctuating variable degrees.
On the other hand, in the setting of random (independent) constraints, establishing some version of Theorem 2 immediately implies the sharp transition as in Theorem 3, thanks to the result of Friedgut [21] . Absent such a result in the regular setting, we describe in §4 a novel variance reduction argument which establishes the necessary concentration of Z from which we deduce Theorem 3. The variance problem arises commonly in applications of the second moment method, and has often been dealt with by a somewhat standard machinery known as the subgraph conditioning method ( [39, 40] ; see also [24, 41] ) which "explains" the variance in terms of the short cycles in the graph. However, applying this method is technically demanding, and seems to us potentially intractable in our models due to the dimensionality of the problem, though we refer to [22] for recent advances on this front. We develop instead a novel approach of taking a certain log-transform of the partition function, and bounding the incremental fluctuations of its Doob martingale with respect to the edge-revealing filtration. We expect our approach to be applicable within a broad range of models.
MOMENT METHOD FOR CLUSTERS
In this section we describe our proof of Theorem 2. For each v P V write Bv for its d-tuple of neighboring clauses, and likewise for each a P F write Ba for its k-tuple of neighboring variables (with repetition if multi-edges are present).
Variational principle for Gibbs measures
Recall Z " Zn counts the solutions of the random naesat problem instance G n,d,k . We regard Z as the partition function of a Gibbs measure (Markov random field) on the graph G n,d,k : this is the probability measure in which each configuration x P t0, 1u V occurs with weight Z´1 ź aPFφ apx Ba q whereφapx Ba q is the indicator that x Ba P t0, 1u k is a valid assignment for clause a.
In [18, 17] we established a variational principle for calculating the expected partition function of a Gibbs measure on a random d-regular graph. By decomposing Z as a sum of the contributions Zphq from all possible edge empirical measures h, the expectation of each Zphq can be calculated simply as a product of multinomial coefficients, and is found to scale exponentially in n (with polynomial corrections), with a rate Φphq which varies smoothly with h. Thus, if we disregard polynomial corrections, then the moment calculation reduces to optimization of Φ over a simplex of edge empirical measures. We then showed that stationary points of Φ are in bijective correspondence with fixed points of the belief propagation or Bethe recursion (see [28] ) for the corresponding model on the infinite d-regular tree -thereby reducing an optimization to a fixed point problem, generally in a lower-dimensional space.
Gibbs measure on messages
The variational principle may be easily extended from regular graphs to regular hypergraphs. However, in our setting a difficulty is imposed by the fact that the frozen model is not a Markov random field in the conventional sense that the configurations on any subsets A, B Ď V are conditionally independent given the configuration on any C Ď V separating A from B. In particular, whether a variable may take spin f depends on whether its neighboring 0{1 variables are already being forced from elsewhere.
Instead, borrowing inspiration from the 1rsb formalism (see [31, 32] and [28, Ch. 19 ]), we realize the frozen model as a Gibbs measure on "message configurations" σ, where each edge e " pvaq (v P V , a P F ) carries a pair of messages (variable-to-clause) σvÑa: state of v in absence of a; (clause-to-variable) σaÑv: state of v in absence of Bvza.
Instead of variable spins ηv P t0, 1, fu, this model has edge spins given by the bidirectional messages
These must satisfy "local consistency" conditions in the form of message-passing rules: given the messages σ bÑv incoming to variable v from the clauses b P Bvza, the message output from v to a is f if all d´1 incoming messages are f; 0 if at least one 0 but no 1's incoming; 1 if at least one 1 but no 0's incoming; unsat otherwise (i.e. both 0, 1 incoming).
The same is true of clause-to-variable messages, although here the message-passing rule depends also on the clause literals. In the simplest case that the k literals of clause a are all affirmative, and given the messages σuÑa incoming from the variables u P Bazv, the message output from a to v is 1 if all k´1 incoming messages are 1; 0 if all k´1 incoming messages are 0; f otherwise. This rule also applies when the literals of a are all negative. Under general literal configurations, the evaluations of the messages rather than the messages themselves must satisfy the above rule (where f always evaluates to f).
A message configuration is formally a vector σ P M E that satisfies all local consistency (message-passing) rules. 
with Perpσq the set of permutations of σ.
The clause factor weights appearing in (5) involve the random clause literals L a , but for purposes of calculating the expected partition function we may replace them with their (deterministic) averages,
With this definition we indeed obtain an optimization problem in the manner of §3.1: given a message configuration σ P M E , let 9 h denote the empirical measure of variable d-tuples 9 σ v , andĥ the empirical measure of clause k-tupleŝ σ a . These are probability measures on M d and M k , linearly constrained by the requirement that they must produce the same edge marginal hpσq " pndq´1 ÿ ePE 1tσe " σu.
Writing Zphq for the partition function of configurations σ with empirical measure h " p 9 h,ĥq, we can calculate EZphq as an explicit product of multinomial coefficients: with the usual multi-index notation,
where Φ is a explicit smooth rate function calculated by Stirling's formula. Recalling the truncation (4) on the density of free variables, we restrict consideration to the subspace Δ of measures h with 9 hp 9 σ " pff dď 7{2 k . There are only polynomially many h P Δ realizable on G n,d,k , so
The exponential rate ‹ Φ appearing in Theorems 1 and 2 is determined by identifying the exact global optimizer ‹ h of Φ on Δ.
Dimension reduction
To handle the optimization (7) we establish a Bethe variational principle relating stationary points h of Φ to fixed points h of the belief propagation (bp) or Bethe recursion for this Gibbs measure. We refer the reader to [28] for a detailed introduction to bp; in the current setting the recursion acts on a pair of probability measures h " p 9 h,ĥq on M ,
with 9 z,ẑ the normalizing constants. We remark that the belief propagation equations for the frozen model correspond to the survey propagation equations for the original model; this link has been previously noted in a few forms [5, 7, 26] .
h,ĥq of the bp recursion (8) via
We eliminate the possibility of boundary maximizers for Φ on Δ by a priori estimates. Thus Proposition 5 reduces the problem of optimizing over Δ (whose dimension grows with k) to the problem of locating bp fixed points h (which are simply measures on M ). Even so, we are faced with the problem of ruling out a multiplicity of bp fixed points. This is resolved by a priori estimates which identify the approximate location of the global optimizer ‹ h, and establish the following symmetry condition which drastically reduces the dimension: for σ " pσvÑa, σaÑvq P M , 9 hσ depends only on variable-to-clause msg. σvÑa; hσ depends only on clause-to-variable msg. σaÑv.
The symmetry (10) is based on the intuition that changing a message on a directed edge has a finite-range effect within the graph. With this reduction the bp is easily analyzed to prove
to a solution h of the bp equations (8) , satisfying the symmetries (10) . As a result
Second moment
The second moment can be understood in the same framework by regarding it as the first moment of the pair frozen model, with associated rate function 2 Φ defined (analogously to (7) 
The analysis of the perfectly (anti-)correlated regime near t 0 2 h, 1 2 hu is done by a priori estimates quantifying the rigidity in the frozen model described in §2.3. The analysis of the near-independent regime near ‹ 2 h is done similarly to the first-moment analysis around ‹ h, again applying the variational principle. Because of the large number of variables we rely crucially on the symmetry (10), which are established in the pair model by rather delicate a priori estimates.
Propositions 6 and 7 imply the result of Theorem 2 up to n Op1q factors. To remove these we observe that Stirling's formula readily gives the polynomial correction in (6) . By establishing negative-definiteness of the Hessians of Φ and 2 Φ at their optimizers we find that summing over Δ has the effect of exactly canceling the Stirling polynomial correction, concluding the proof of Theorem 2.
CONCENTRATION AND THE SHARP THRESHOLD
The main estimate with which we establish Theorem 3 is the following
Therefore there exists a positive constant δ " δpkq for which we have PpZ ě EZq ě δ, and consequently EL ě δ log δ`p1´δq log `log EZ.
On the other hand, Z ď EZ if and only if L ď logp2 EZq, which for small ą 0 is much less than the lower bound on EL given above. Applying Chebychev's inequality and Proposition 8 then gives
Therefore lim Ó0 lim sup nÑ8 PpZ ď EZq " 0, proving the theorem for d lbd ď d ă d‹. A similar (but easier) argument covers the regime below d lbd , working with the original naesat model rather than the frozen model.
Doob martingale
We prove Proposition 8 by controlling the increments of the Doob martingale of L " logpZ` EZq with respect to the edge-revealing filtration for the graph G " G n,d,k : with Fi (1 ď i ď m) the σ-algebra generated by the first i clauses, we have the variance decomposition
where each term measures the incremental variance of joining up k (unmatched) variable-incident half-edges into a clause. The intuition is that the largest fluctuations arise when the added clause forms a short cycle in the graph. Our strategy of proof is to understand the fluctuations through Fourier decomposition on the boundary of a large neighborhood of the added clause. The remainder of this section outlines the implementation of this approach. We begin with a simplification of (11) . Since any subset of k variable-incident half-edges can appear in at most k clauses, the random graphs G | Fi and G | Fi´1 can be coupled to differ only in the placement of clauses on k 2 variableincident half-edges. With Jensen's inequality we obtain Var L ď m ErplogpZ` EZq´logpŹ` EZqq 2 s (12) where Z,Ź refer to the frozen model partition functions on graphs G,Ǵ each marginally distributed as G n,d,k , but coupled to agree except in the placement of clauses on the final k 2 half-edges K , where G has clause arrangement A whileǴ has an independent clause arrangementÁ.
Without the placement of the clauses on K we have
GzA "ǴzÁ " G˝, a graph with k 2 unmatched variable-incident edges K . Let B˝ pK q denote the ball of graph distance about K in the graph G˝; the leaves are variable-or clause-incident halfedges according to whether is odd or even. We fix a constant maximum depth 2t and set t 1 " t^mint ě 0 :Ã Y B2 pK q is not a tree for some placementÃ of clauses on K u, T " B2 t 1 pK q, U " leaves of T (variable-incident half-edges).
We bound separately the contribution to (12) from each of the following (disjoint) events:
Ω " tÃ Y T has more than one cycle for someÃu T " tt 1 " t and T consists of |K | disjoint treesu C˝" tT contains a single cycle but has |K | disjoint componentsu C " tt 1 " u z pT Y C˝Y Ωq.
We shall see that the main contribution comes from the formation of short cycles pC q ďt .
Partition function expansion
Given T , write κpσ U q for the frozen model partition function on A Y T given boundary spins σ U , and likewiseκpσ U q withÁ in place of A. Then
where Z B rσ U s denotes the frozen model partition function on G B " G˝zT given σ U . As noted above, the variance is controlled via Fourier analysis on U . We lay the ground for this by estimating Z B rσ U s: 
Further, on the event T defined in (13) , there exist functions ξ and ξj (1 ď j ď C) on M with }ξ}8 À k n´1 {2 log n, C À k 1, and }ξj}8 À k n´1 {2 such that
For d ă d‹ the analogous statements hold also for the pair model, with marginal p2 " p b p on U .
Let us comment briefly on the proof of Proposition 9. Each Z B rσ U s decomposes in the manner of (7) into contributions from the individual empirical measures, where the expectation of each contribution can be computed by a product of multinomial coefficients much as in (6) . The key difference is that here the variable and clause measures are constrained by a slightly different relation, which depends on σ U . In fact we are able to parametrize the measures contributing to Z B rσ U s by an affine translation Δ´δ of the measures Δ contributing to the partition function Z on a full pd, kq-regular bipartite graph, where δ " δ σ U T depends on T and σ U :
with δT " 0 for T P T.
To prove (14) , we estimate the ratio
hPΔ EZphq through a careful term-by-term comparison of numerator and denominator, with the dominant contribution to each coming from near ‹ h by Proposition 6. In fact, since Φ has negative-definite Hessian at ‹ h we may ignore all but a radius n´1 {2 log n neighborhood of ‹ h, and (14) follows. The more refined expansion (15) follows using (16) . For d ă d‹ the same proof holds for the pair model, with Proposition 7 standing in place of Proposition 6. 
Fourier decomposition

Variance contribution from the tree case
The contribution to (12) from the event T will be bounded via (17) , more precisely by its Fourier expansion (18) .
Write Srss for the (minimal) subset of U on which bs depends. On T the total contribution to (12) 
Variance contribution from small cycles
The event C˝has probability À k,t n´1, so a cruder version of the Fourier analysis done for T shows that its total contribution to (12) is op1q -it suffices to combine (14) together with a symmetry argument showing that the zero-th order Fourier coefficient
is zero. The contribution to (12) from Ω is op1q simply because it has such small probability, À k,t n´2.
On the events C the main contribution to (12) arises from the possibility of non-zero ∅ . Instead of (17) The first two terms give a negligible contribution. By a correlation decay estimate similar to the one for T we find that the third term is À 4´k on C . Summing over ď t and combining with the preceding estimates for T, C˝, and Ω concludes the proof of Proposition 8, from which Theorem 3 readily follows.
